Fortress First World 
In time we might begin to understand where it was exactly we went wrong
Were we so mesmerised by the trinkets in the sun
To leave such power in the hands of fools
Now when I rise I see no sunny skies, just millions waiting hopelessly to die
This is the future, there’ll be no other day, while those who can just look the other way
Outside your gate is a hungry failure of a state
A place where life is taken for the letter of the law
What is and what should never be, why does time hang so heavily
Is the song we sing so bitterly, a harbinger of more
Raise your eyes, make a wish, economists still talk gibberish
Climb the stair, enjoy the view, this is mankind in his prime
How far we’ve come, how tall we stand, how well we ride the wave
So hope and scheme and love and dream of what we still might save
Fear of love, fear of bearing blame, weak and the mighty hang their heads in shame
The layers just keep peeling off, but there’s nothing there inside
Hit the floor, there’s something more than watching the turning tide
Ballad of Mary McKillop
Mary Mary that's my name, no happy gal am I
Just been turned into a saint by a gang of paedophiles
Is it asking such a lot, leave the wine there on the shelf
Close your fly in the name of god keep your fingers to yourself
Protect your name in a cult of shame to keep you from the pen
Kiss and tell, ring that cardinal bell, and then do it all again
We never thought they'd do it again, surely that's enough for you and me
The police they take such a narrow view of what's a major crime and what's hypocrisy
We're so good at telling good from bad, we even know what makes a saint
One thing you can be sure we'd never do is tell a raft of lies to save to save our face
You know we'd never hide from the truth, our sanctimony's never phony
Don't think we're on the run, what's going on in this crazy world 
When a guy can't have a little fun?
You get to wear a dress and avoid arrest
How much better can this thing get?
Jesus lives and god forgives and they only pretend that it hurts
Thirty Grand a Second
Thirty thousand dollars that's what we spend on war
Every second every day, don't you wonder what it's for
Thirty grand a second, aint it clever, don't you reckon
Somewhere in the third world, maybe Congo on the brink
Someone dies from want of food every time you blink
What a great hand life has dealt them
Could thirty grand have helped them?
They say it’s for security, they say it brings us peace
Well I don't feel too safe you know, it sure don't help me sleep
Don’t you wonder what the price is, for an economic crisis
How can we sit and watch them die and say we're poor
When every second every day we spend thirty grand on war
Do you think it makes no difference, that it all comes out the same
Is this the part we stand around and find someone to blame
We're not short of money, we're just short of balls and brains
Cyren Call
In dreams unremembered in cool forest glade where laughter is ringing and love not afraid
Once we were warmed by the fires in our heart, purpose & passion, the tale we would start
How precious this life, how mighty the dream, of mind and of purpose, of what we could be
Our bodies a vehicle of mind animate, the cosmos our canvas, oh what we might paint
How deep does it slumber, how long undisturbed
The universe awaits us, it's meaning confer
Just Another Morning
So sure the light of dawn comes peeping in my eyes, just another morning under these blue skies
I rise and dust the sleep and I turn to face the day
Look out at the promised land and the price I've got to pay
No beach to walk upon, no waves there on the sand
Isn't life enough, must we also understand
What source for happiness, how fragile peace of mind
Love cast upon the rolling sea repaid in kind
Intelligent Design
Long ago in ancient time, 4000 BC, the good lord made the mountains and the rivers and the sea
It took him just one week, not four billion years,
But he buried lots of fossils to give us strange ideas
A tired god he surely was when he grabbed that lump of dirt
On the sixth day doin' overtime, how the sweat clung to his shirt.
He gave men nipples, put fingers on their feet, saw that it was good, and then went back to sleep.  
Well you sure fooled Chuck Darwin, lord, I'm feeling fine
A perfect man in a perfect world: Intelligent Design
Well we didn't come from quadrupeds and we didn't come from fish
Spinal ills and foetal gills are all that we could wish
We got one mouth to eat, and drink and breathe and talk
If things get in each others' way it's surely for a cause
Now as a favour to a friend your intervention made
I don't mind if you take back a few things as a trade
Appendices and prostates, and nails and hair and more
Why don't you intervene instead to stop poverty and war
Just what kind of fool is it that doesn't even know
If the answer's not in Genesis it's on the gospel radio
Whales have legs and snakes lay eggs and scientists are insane
And comparative anatomy's just a trap for fuzzy brains
Now I'm so glad that I'm not mad enough to think that I am kin to cats and jellyfish and those little things that fly
Created in god's image, that's enough for me
Like me and you, he has bad days too and one sure was ID
Adam was a working man, sweating in the heat
Said I got blisters on my fingers lord, and I got fingers on my feet
Nothing to Fear
In the firelight, your sins and happiness, see the sights, you know you'll come back again
No reason then, nothing to fear from the storm
I feel it coming in somehow, the shadow of a mushroom cloud
Or maybe just the cries of a billion vacant eyes of the starving and forsaken that I cannot cure
No prize was ever given for infinity but what I saw didn't hold me down
I witnessed the stars up above
Let memories volunteer the sight, let wonder be the gift of life on this universe
Let nothing beguile us but love
And if only by the wishing, or if justice or sedition could make right a wrong, the weak grow strong
I'd come along, see what might lie ahead
So you live your life of fantasy, you pay the cost but your mind is free
The line you crossed, you know that there is no return
Breakin' Out
Coming over stronger this is something you can't win
You feel alive, you touch the skies, breaking out, you're breaking in
You think you're breaking out, you're breaking in, the world's on the other side
It's a match that's made in heaven, with a script from further south
Explain again how this damn thing ends, I thought I had it figured out
Breaking out, you're breaking in, welcome to the end
I know it's me, I just don't get it, run it past me once again
Economics still sounds like bullshit, politics like cows in pain
Blackmail's such an ugly word, can't you see we're still on track
What is lost is never gained again, did you really think they'd give it back
Did you wonder longer, was the road there something new
Did you lie did you get real high, were the jackals after you
What a stroke of poison, what a master of disguise
What about the seed of doubt, and the world we synthesise
Planetfall
Street corners, memories, the march of sandalled feet, flowers on the grave
It's all so quiet now, shadows walk the empty street, there's nothing left to save, no masters and no slave
Warm room, gentle rain, sometimes I see again, what have we done?
Time and innocence, none fear tomorrow, always the children come
Where once was just a wandering, silent dream unwoken, became a tidal wave of time
Things we've chosen, things we've broken, memories fading from our mind
Forest Reason
Long ago the wind of fate held all within its chill
Mankind feared the wide rivers and the forests and the hill
Fire, tools and lightning were all to do his will
Taught the forest how to die, he taught machines to kill
Do you see the hearth and home, recall the chorus'd dawn
No fortune can retrieve them, no wish allay the storm
The bones of brothers in the sun, now still upon the ground
The tang of death upon the wind that carries not a sound
